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From: Michael F. Weber (MFW)
To: MXB, CAH, DMK1, RML2, RET, ARl(LJC1, WLF), ATl(DMC,...
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 1992 5:03 pm
Subject: UPDATE ON EPR

INFORiiATICt! CNLY, fic .'i!!0t1 REQUESTCD

Here is an update on activities in support of the workshops on the Enhanced
Participatory Rulemaking for Radiological Criteria for Decommissioning.

1. NMSS management met on Friday, December 11, 1992, with Michael Lesnick and
Barbara Stinson from Keystone Center, the facilitators for the workshops on
the front end of the EPR. The meeting was productive and was followed by an
extended meeting with the facilitators on the background of the rulemaking,
history of Below Regulatory Concern, and the options paper. We have
tentatively scheduled a followup conference call between OGC, NMSS, RES, and
Keystone for the afternoon of 12/22/92. Keystone hopes to have developed a
draft agenda for the workshops by that time. When I receive it, I will

distribute it to you for any comments or suggestions you may have.

2. We have planned a meeting with EPA on 1/8/93 to discuss the " technical
underpinnings" of NRC's and EPA's rulemakings on radiological criteria (e.g.,
documents like NUREG/CR-5512, NUREG/CR-5849, E8'A's radon model) . We will also
discuss the Rulemaking Issues Paper in preparition for the simulation workshop
to be held on January 11-12, 1993, in the Wash Mgton metropolitan area
(probably at One White Flint North). We would like to have participation by
1-2 people from each of the Regions if this can be supported by the regions.
Regional representatives should be reasonably familiar with the issuesd

associated with radiological criteria for decommissioning, regional issues
involved in decommissioning, and the positions taken by affected parties on
radiological cleanup issues. The facilitator and Chip Cameron are currently
working out the details on the simulation workshop. I will forward'

information on the workshop as it becomes available.

3. The Federal Racister notice on the workshops and the rulemaking was
printed on December 11, 1992 at 57 FR 58727. I had previously circulated this
notice attached to an earlier E-mail message. I encourage you to get a copy ,

of the FR notice, however, because most people outside the agency will be
'

referencing this notice and it is more concise (4 pages) than the copy I
previously sent. The notice also lists the dates, general locations, and
participants for the workshops in January through May 1993.

4. We have completed draft versions of the decommissioning case studies
requested by the Commission for the workshop participants. The objective of
the case studies is to illustrate the practical aspects of decommissioning
with "real-world" experiences in remediating radiological contamination. The

draft: ne attached to this notice. I would appreciate any comnents that you 1

may have on the draft case studies. They are currently being circulated to <

the Headquarters team for comment as well. We have not completed case studies !

for Alcoa or Cintichem because hay :t:ff ambers have not been available. If ,''

you think these sites need to be included given the mix of cases already |
developed, please let me know,

i

5. We are also sending the FR notice out in the workshop packages to people
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who attended the SDMP workshop for their information. These packages will go :
out to nearly 270 people; distributing the notice to this large a group should |

provide widespread notice about the public workshops. !

|

1 have been receiving many useful suggestions and comments from the regions '

and other offices within NHSS. Thanks for this feedback. If you have any
questions or comments, please communicate them to me (mfw) or (301) 504-1298

} or Bill Lahs (wrl) at (301) 504-2569. Have a joyful and . safe holiday season! '

Mike Weber
;

CC: XPI(RWC), WN2(FXC), DNF, FCC, GCP, JHA, JTGI, KBC,...

Files: G:\CASEl.MW, G:\ CASE 2.MW, G:\ CASE 3.MW, G:\ CASE 4.MW,
G:\ CASES.MW, G:\ CASE 6.MW, G:\CASESUM.MW
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From: Michael F. Weber (MFW)
To MXB, CAH,-DMK1, RML2, RET, AR1(LJC1, WLF), ATi(DMC,...-

Date Wednesday, December 16, 1992 4:03 pm
Subjects UPDATE ON EPR *<

INFORMATION ONLY; NO ACTION REQUESTED

Here is an update on activities in support of the workshops on
the Enhanced Participatory Rulemaking for Radiological Criteria
for Decommissioning. >

1. NMSS management met on Friday, December 11, 1992, with
Michael Lennick and Barbara Stinuen from Keystone Center, the
facilitators for the workshopn on the front end of the EPR. The
meeting was productivo and was followed by an e>t tended meeting
with the facilitators on the background of the rulemaking,,

history of Bulow Regulatory Concern, and the options paper. We
have tentatively scheduled a followup conference call between-

OGC, NMSS, RES, and Meystone for the afternoon of 12/22/92.
Keystone hopes to have developed a draft agenda for the workshops
by that time. When I receive it, I will distribute it to you fort

any comments or suggestions you may have.

2. We have plannen a meeting with EPA on 1/0/93 to discuss the
" technical underpinnings" of NRU's and EPA's rulemakings on
radiological criteria (e.g., documents like NUREG/CR-5512,
NUREG/CR-5849, EPA's radon model). We wi11 also discuss the '

Rulemaking Issues Paner in preparation for the simulation
workshop to be held.on January 11-12, 1993, in the Washington
metropolitan area (probably at One White F1 int North). We would
like to have participation by 1-2 people from each of the Regions
if this can be supported by the. regions. Regional
representatives should be reasonably familiar with the issues
associated with radioloaical criteria for decommi ssi oni ng ,

,

regional issues involved in decommissioning, and the positions
taken by affected parties on radiological cleanup issues. The
facilitator and Chip Cameron are currently working out the
details on the simuletion workshop. I will forward information
on the workshop as it becomes available.

3. The Egdetal_Regigtet notice on the workshops and the.
rulemaking was printed on December 11, 1992 at 57 FR 58727. I

had previously circulated this notice attached to an earlier
E-mail message. I encourage you to get a copy of the FR notice,
however, because most people outside the agency will be

'

referencing this notice and it is more concise (4 pages) than the ;

,
copy I previously sent. The notice also lists the dates, general J

! locations, and participants for the workshops in January through
j May 1993.
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4 We have completed draft versions of the decommissioning case
studies requested by the Commission for the workshop
participants. The objective of the case studies in to l'11ustrate
the practical aspects of decommissioning with "real-world"
experiences in remediating radiological contamination. The
drafts are attached to this notice. I would appreciate any
comments that you may have on the draft case studien. lhey are
currently being circulated to the Headquarters team for comment
as well. We have not completed case studies for.Alcoa or
Cintichem because key staff members have not been availabin. If

you think these sites need to be included given the min of caser.
already developed, please let me know.

5. We are also tending the FR notice out in the workshop
pachoges to people who attended the SDMP workshop for their
information. These packages will go out to nearly 270 peoplet
distributing the notice to this large a group should provide
widespread notice about the public wori. shops.

I havn been receiving many useful suggestions and comments from
the regions and ather offices within NMbS. Thanks for this
feedback. If you have any questions or comments, please
communicate them to me (mfw) or (301) SO4-12VD or Bill Lohn (wel) -

at (301) SO4-2569. tiave a joyful and safe holiday season! e

Mihe Weber

CC: UPl(RWC), WW2(FXC), DNF , FCU, GCP. Jil4, JTG1, KDC,...

Files: b: NEASC 1. hvJ , G:NCASE2.MW, G : N C A S t: 3 . M W , G: \ CASE 4.' MW ,
G:\LASEG.MW, C2 : \C ASE6.11W , G:\ CASE 5Url.MW
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